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It will take an eternity for the unborn to defend themselves. 

 

 
 

 

     Dedicated Helpers Empower JFA 
 

For a few weeks early in 2011, we thought our University of Kansas 

(KU) outreach opportunity was sunk. Then we met Charles and Tricia! 

 

My friend Bruce, a KU professor, had been 

working with our staff to help establish a 

stronger pro-life presence on his campus. 

We ran into several obstacles before fi-

nally learning about this young couple—

eager to serve. 

 

Charles and his wife Tricia (in black shar-

ing the brochure) worked diligently to es-

tablish an official club that could invite 

our training program to their campus. Their efforts allowed us to bring a group 

of trained college students to engage the KU campus. This allowed their community to face the tough real-

ity of abortion with gracious peers ready to dialogue through the whole outreach. 

 

In the same way, our outreach to the University of Colorado at Boulder (CU), would likely have failed with-

out the leadership and sacrifice of Tiana. Although she was a busy senior, Tiana willingly organized the pro

-life club at CU, reserved space for our campus outreach, and promoted our training. She and her dedicat-

ed members (a few named Maya, Kaylynne, and Brittany are 

far left in the group picture) attended training, participated 

in the campus outreach, and encouraged their friends and min-

istry leaders with their commitment. 

 

Tiana just graduated from CU but was able to pass on the 

leadership of the club to a grad student named Caleb whom I 

was able to meet during the outreach. I am impressed by 

Caleb’s strong convictions but even more thrilled that those 

convictions are tempered with love. He is committed to helping 

the CU club grow as an active and gracious witness for truth on a very challenging campus. 

 

In Stillwater, OK we were encouraged by the hard work of Jenny, An-

drew, Trevor, Adam, and several others. They helped fill our training 

seminar at the local Baptist church (Eagle Heights), helped us reserve 

space, and connected us with op-

portunities to speak to their peers 

in ministry group settings. Trevor 

(left with backpack) was also a 

strong encouragement to me per-

sonally. He prayed for me and was 

an active help the whole week.  

 

* Don’t miss the enclosed sheet with my favorite quotes  

from 2011 and several prayer requests. * 

Defending human value together, 

    

  

Jonathan Wagner 

 

 


